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ABSTRACT
Starting with general drawings and infornation
furnished by Fr. James o. Allen, the detailed draw*
lags, assembly procedures, and processing techniques
wars developed by the investigation reported in this
paper* Three tubes were completed, of wUloh the
last one was successfully operated and tested.
The limitations and characteristics of the elec-
tron multiplier detector are discussed and the design
data for some useful associated amplifier deduced
therefrom. Two of such amplifiers were constructed,
tested, and used in the counting of particle sources.
A radical departure from accepted procedure in
heat treating of electrodes was tried in the final
tube. This process, hydrogen firing, produced mul-
tiplication and particle sensitivity such that the
indicated efficiency and range of operabllity are
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The most widely used aeteetors of single particles st
the present time ere devices that detect the ionization
which is produced in a gas by the passage of a nuclear
particle. Detectors of this type are called Geiger-^ueller
counters, proportional counters, or ionization chambers
depending upon the amount of gas amplification which is
utilized .* They possess many attributes such as simplicity,
large sensitive area, and high efficiency, whioh account for
their wide use*
The detector that is discussed in this paper is fund a
-
Mentally different from these in that gas ionization plays
no useful role In its operation* Instead, secondary elec-
trons released from s metal surface by the impingement of a
particle serve as the initial event in the detection* These
secondaries pass through an electron multiplier which aug-
ments the beam current until it is large enough to produce
*A Qeiger~Mueller counter is operated with an electric field
in the detection region that causes a complete electrical
breakdown of the gas when a single ion is produced therein*
The amount of current drawn during the breakdown is the seme
regardless of the number of ions which were initially pro-
duced In a single detection.
A proportional counter is operated with an electric field
that is sufficiently strong to produce multiple ionization
in certain regions of the counter, but not to such an extent
that saturation current is drawn* The current drawn by the
counter in the process of detection remains proportional to
the number cf ions initially produced in the counter*
n ionization chamber is operated without utilizing any
multiple ionization. The charge detected is Just that which
is formed by the particle which enters the sensitive region.

a convenient voltage pulse across the output capacity of
the multiplier. A short history of the device will serve
to point out its significant characteristics.
As early as 1910 it was known that certain Petals,
when bombarded with electrons, had the property of freeing
low energy secondary electrons which exceeded the bombard-
ing electrons in number. This phenomenon was first em-
ployed other than by accident in 1936 by Zworykin, Morton
and Maiter in their design of en electron multiplier tube.
The first practical multiplier used magnetic focus t g of
39,
(2)
the electron beam. By 19 completely electrostatic
focusing had been perfected.
The magnetic field was made unnecessary by so shaping
the electrodes that all electron paths terminated on elec-
trode surfaces in regions of retarding electric fields.
This had the effect of causing all secondaries which were
released to be accelerated toward the next electrode. The
electron paths in the original electrostatic multiplier are
shown in Fig. 1. This drawing was taken from the published
results of the researches of Zworykin and Rajchaan* ' In
this field. The immediate application of the electron mul-
tiplier was to amplify the small currents originating on a
photocathode.
Er. James B. /ulen, working at the University of
Minnesota, first succeeded in using an electron multiplier
as a particle detector. In the process of studying second-





that the secondary electron-proton ratio of the metals
studied was about four for protons having energies of
(3)120 keV* After being outgassed most tietale were found
to have lower secondary electron- proton ratios, averaging
about two. In the case of beryllium, however, the ratio
was observed to rise to about seven or eight after it had
been heated In a vacuum at 650 G for ten minutes. Koliath*
found a similar Increase in the secondary electron-primary
electron ratio of beryllium when heated in oxygen as well
as when heated in a vacuum and concluded that the activation
was the result of a change in crystal structure on the
beryllium surface.
In the Allen tube, as originally designed, the elec-
trode surfaces were made by evaporating beryllium onto
nickel plates. Later, Allen discovered that commercial
beryllium copper served equally well, and the electrode
surfaces in subsequent designs were made directly from
sheet beryllium copper* Beryllium was used as the active
element in the dynode surfaces of the multiplier as well
as In the particle-sensitive cathode because it was found
to possess the following characteristics:
(1) It has a secondary electron-primary electron
ratio of about four after the heat treatment
described above* oee Fir. 2.
(2) It can withstand the outgasslng temperatures
without aeltlng.
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(3) It oxidises quite slowly in air, making
possible the exposure of the heat treated
surfaces to air during the final assembly
without significant loss of activation*
(4) Its photoelectric work function is 3»92
volts, rendering it insensitive to light
in the visible range*
(5) 3he thermionic emission at room temperatures
is in the order of a few electrons per minute
from any one clynode.
The advantage which Alien first claimed for the de-
vice as a particle detector as the elimination of the
air path and window through which a particle from a source
under vacuum must travel before It enters the conven-
tion*; lelger-Wueller counter, Since the multiplier
could fom part of the same vacuum system that the par-
tiole source was in, it could be used to detect particles
of ssuch lower enerrirs than could be detected by a device
that depended upon the ionization of a fMh
second advantage cf the multiplier-detector over
the Geiger-ISueller counter lay in the exceptionally low





usin& beryllium as the active electrode material*. &
background of five counts per ninute was observed to be
typical under satisfactory operating conditions* This
compares favorably with the beekground of 10 to SO counts
(6)
per minute, typical of a Gelger-Mueller counter.
Interest in the Allen tube U&b recently become quite
great for a different reason frost the two cited above.
The multiplier detector has a much shorter resolving time
than any other type of particle detector now in use. Oper-
,
-6
ating in a good vacuum (10 am of Hg) it should have a
resolving time of about 4 at 10""9 seconds. A rough compu-
tation of the multiplier resolving time, made on the basis
of certain simplifying assumptions, is presented in Appendix
A. A more elaborate calculation, presented by J. Owen-Harries,
yields the distribution of transit times shown in Tig. 3.
In the average ionization chamber, on the other hand, ion
collection time is of the order of 50 micro-seconda. This
would limit the resolving time to 10 * seconds. For co-
incidence work the effective rei*olviii£ time of ionization
*This low background count is in no way inherently charac-
teristic of electron multipliers in general. Attempt* to
use photomultiplier tubes with cesium oxide surfaees such
as the JtCA 931A as sincle particle detectors have not proved
very encouraging because of the large background count ob-
tained, the dark current at room temperatures in such tubesM these is about one microampere, while even when the tubes
are immersed in liquid nitrogen, the background count is in
the vicinity of 100 counts p^r minute, or twenty times that
observed in the Allen tube at room temperatures
I





































chambers say be aa£e as low as 10 second e by measuring
the voltage ri&e resulting from electron collection only*
For rapid continuous counting, however, the conventional
ionization chambers, or Geiger-Mueller counters, are
-a -5 <*>limited to a resolving time of 10 * to 10 w seconds.
The great reduction in detection resolving time obtained
by using the Allen tube is important for two reasons. It
opens the way to much »ore refined measurements of nuclear
time Intervals by coincidence techniques, and it also pro-
vides the beginning of a means of measuring the strength
of v%ry strong particle radiation such as is encountered
in fission experiments.
The purpose of the work to be described was to con-
struct, process, and test as many multiplier-detectors
of the Allen design as might prove necessary to determine
and overcome the difficulties involved in their construc-
tion, to learn the most practically effective method of
activating their surfaoes, and to observe their operating
characteristics, particularly background count, alpha
particle count, and electron multiplier gain, that thereby
an evaluation of the device as a practical laboratory in-
strument mlgkt be &ade and suggestions for further inves-





















The multiplier detector was constructed according to
design data furnished by ! r. Allen* 9 except for certain
codifications which will be described later. The machine
work involved in the construction of the tube was per-
formed In the Nuclear Science and Engineering cMne ahop
of the Institute**. 'Ihe shop drawings prepared by the
Synchrotron Laboratory of the Institute are included in
Appendix C. The construction and asse&bly of the tube was
accomplished as described in the following paragraphs*
Hh% Multiplier dynodes were made from annealed
beryllium-copper, (lotailed properties of the metal used
are presented in .
;
pendix I.) They were stamped into shape
and crimped to nichrome support wires as indicated on Twg.
A-1025-0 by a hand press usiru? dies specially designed for
the purpose*"
•
The collector electrode was originally constructed as
indicated in alien's design, but the spacing between the
wires forming the collector and the surfaces of the lest
dynode was found to be so small that on one occasion a
small ©jBiount of warping of the last oynode during the heat
treating process caused the two to r^ake contact. For this
* See Appendix B*
**Mr. -u; unr Lyseli was the machinist assigned to the job.
f These tie* suide by * 3 r. Lye oil in in yssession of
the Synchrotron Laboratory of the Institute.
*** r' :
- ids :- ftAA '




reason the collector In later tubes was mad© with the
parallel wires spacec closer together, as indicated on
Eg. A-1025-0. It wee thought that the resulting reduc-
tion of capacity would not only increase the si^e of the
output pulses, hut would also reduce the electrostatic
pick-up from the adjacent dynode surface.
The insulator supports were constructed of myoalex
in two of the tubes and of Grade A Lavite in the others*
The firing of the lairs for the fourth tube was carried out
in an atmosphere of hydrogen. Its color after firing was
dark grey with a black granular appearance at various
places on the surface. This aroused suspicion in view of
the fact that the fired material was supposed to have a
pink color. Its electrical resistance was found to be low
for the material (in the nuncreds of megohms), when the
greatest part of the black material was removed 9 an im-
provement in the electrical resistance was observed, a
further improvement was observed when it was heated over-
night in a dessioator. It was conclude* then that the
particular sample of lava which was being used contained
metallic oxide impurities which were reduced by the hydro-
gen firing leaving the fired material coated with a thin
layer of metals and leaving a certain amount of water
trapped in the material Just unc*er the surface. Firing
pieces from the same sample in oxygen did not Involve any





is disadvantageous because a longer time Is required for
subsequent ontrussing of the material.
The base flange was turned froa* cola -rolled steel
and drilled for the electrode eyelet seals, the vacuum
connection and the shell holding-down screws as Indicated
on Twg. B-1025-I* A length of copper tubing was hard
soldered to the base flange for cooling purposes during
heat treating. The threaded collar illustrated in 'wg*
B-1025-X, po. (1), was hard soldered to the bottom of the
base flange as indicated in the assembly drawing 1-1025-A
to serve as a 2K>untin£ for a shielded oenaeetioa to the
preamplifier* the vacuum connection aaomtx in detail on
rwg. A-1025-y was hard-soldered to the base flange in the
position inricuted on I'wg. J-1025-A. "he b^se flange as-
sembly together with the components of the uaderbody and
the shell assembly, fwgs. B-1025-C, G-1025-r, 8-1025-G,
B-1025-P, C-1025-v, and C-1025-K, were nickel plated.
Those parts which were mde from steel were given a one
mil oopper pl&ting followed by a one to two ^11 nickel
plating* Other parts were given a one sill plating directly*
The eyelet assemblies illustrated in Iwga. C-1025-X,
0-1025-J, ?%n& C-1025-fv, were made by the Huclear Science
and Ingineering Glass Blowing 8h< p. These lead-ins \«ere
bent into the shapes indicated on ftwg. ;-1025- . They
were then soldered in place In the b^ae fiance by the
foilov&n£: procedure.

The eyelet assemblies were first cleaned by being
brought to a boil in Inhibited hydrochloric *old and them
buffed on a brass wire wheel* They were carefully heated
over a buneen flame until solder eould be applied* Boil-
ing hydrochloric acid was applied after they had cooled
soaewhat. Repeated applications of colder and acid in this
fashion eventually produced a uniform tinning over the ex-
posed surfaces of the kovar eyelets.
The plated base flange with underbody assembled was
also tinned in the vicinity of the eyelet holes* The eye-
let assemblies were Inserted in the appropriate holes as
icated on iwg. E-1025-V with washers of soft solder
placed underneath and above each eyelet flange* The eyelets
were held in place by suspending * eights from the lower ends
of the kovar lead-in vires. Aoid flux was applied and the
complete assembly was plaeed in an electric furnace* The
temperature was slowly raised to the flowing point of the
soft solder (1B8°C)* *ith the help of tweezers the lead-in
wires were twisted into plaee to insure a good seating of
the eyelets on the base flange* Following this, the fur-
nace was left to cool to room temperature.
The soldered assembly was cleaned in boiling water.
Three changes of water were used.
The procedure outlined above proved to be moderately
vacuum tight. That is, with a two-stage diffusion pump a




of glytol was applied on the outside of the tube la the
vicinity of the seels, over the glass and solder, a pros*
sure of about 10 mm. Hg. was obtained, strain eracks,
however, were observed In the glnss. It was found in one
instance that the electrical resistance across the glass
seal was as low as 30 megohms oompared to resistances of
200 to 1000 megohms serosa the seals which were not ob-
served to have cracks. It was felt that these cracks
originated during the tinning process. Attempts to obtain
a tightly soldered seal between the kovar ant the niokel
plating when only the base flange was tinned were not sue*
ocssful. Copper plating of the kovar eyelets was found to
sake the tinning easier, but strain cracks developed never*
theiess. The importance of obtaining a good vacuum without
the use ol substances likely to contaminate the surfaces,
and of avoiding leakage currents through cracks in the seals,
demanded that a better glass seal be obtained, M the sug-
gestion of It. I. A. Getting of the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, the glass blower was requested to furnish a
new set of glass seals, constructed as shown in Fig, 4*
These possessed the advantage, when mounted in enlarged
holes, of permitting a differential expansion between the
eyelet flange anc the glass without applying a strain
directly to the glass. These eyelet &eaia were also super-
ior In workmanship to those previously obtained. None of






- The soldering of the seals described above wee per-
formed by Pr. Getting. Two bunscn burners were played
upon the base flange until It was heated to the melting
point of solder. Thereafter the tinned eyelets were
dropped in one at a tiae. The area in the immediate
vicinity of the eyelet Just inserted was heated with a
bunsen burner as soldering acid was applied. By puddling
the solder In contact with the kovar it was made to wet
the flange evenly. After the second attempt , using this
procedure, all seals were found to be vacuum-tight.
Connections between the exterior ends of the kovar
lead-ins and the voltage divider were made by crisping
onto the lead-ins small nickel sleeves to which leads of
70 mil solder wire had previously been fused. Solder was
used because a large diameter of wire was needed to guard
again t corona. It was considered unwise to try to Join
a heavy rod of any stringer material to the glass -supported
lead -in wires for fear of doing damage to the seals.
After all electrical connections had been made, the
voltage divider and the underside of the base flange were
potted with white oeresin wax as a further protection
against corona and surface leakage. This was done by
melting the ceresin and bringing it to a temperature of
about 100°c. Just before pouring, the area to be covered
with ceresln was heated with a hair drier, in order to
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oeresin. After pouring the wax, the completely assembled
tube base wee left to stand for ten hours to permit a




With the Allen tube certain procedures mir,t be fol-
lowed In obtaining and maintaining operation of the tube*
The necessary conditions and activities will be described
under the heading of "Processing*.
The chronological stops in the processing are listed
below:
1. Glean all parts of the tube.
2. Vacuus test the assembled tube shell and
base plates.
3. Heat treat the dynodes.
4. Assemble the electrode structure and spot-
weld Internal leads to the mounted elec-
trodes. This step should not require more
than one hour exposure to air.
5* Heplaoe the metal tube shell, mount the en-
tire structure on the vacuum system and pump
It down. Low pressure is maintained through-
out the operating life of the tube with the
possible exception of brief exposures to at-
mospheric pressure when changing windows.
Generally the fore pump is left running at
all times and the diffusion pump* used for
an hour prior to smd during operation.








The specific requirements of processing will be a is*
cussed in more detail in the following paragraphs.
Pressure Requirement:
The Allen tube may not be operated or maintained
active unless the dynodes are in a low pressure medium.
The lowest pressure required being that for actual opera-
tion of the tube, this demand will be discussed first. It
is obvious that the electrons traversing the space from
dynode to dynode oust have a mean free path which consid-
erably exceeds the inter-dynode distance* If this condi-
tion were not achieved, the electrons incident on s
multiplying; surface coulc lose so much energy In inelastic
impacts that they would be unable to produce the required
number of secondary electrons. Further, the ions formed
in the tube would be comparable In number to the electrons,
bueh ions might migrate to the surface charge on the in-
sulator or they might acquire considerable velocity and
strike a tynoce. Either action could result in the pro-
duction of multiple pulses.
The exact computation of electron paths and velocities
cannot be undertaken since the equl potential surfaces can-
not be defined raathematicblly. However, a brief qualita-
tive study of the electrode configuration indicates a
probable path length of about 2 cm. per dynode. If uniform
acceleration along this peth is assumed and an inter-dynode
voltage of 400 volts is specified, the average velocity of
_J

the., electron along the path is the suae as that of en
electron which has been accelerated through 100 volte
(half of the final velocity belnp equivalent to a fourth
of the final energy). The table below riven the necessary
data for the computation of ion pairs formed under the
given conditions.













If the multiplier tube has an overall fain of one million,
the multiplication at each of the twelve active surfaces
is 3*16. Hence, for each million electrons which traverse
the final 2 cm. path, one-third of this number travel the
next to the last path, one-ninth of a million travel the
second from the last path, etc. For a single electron at
dynode 1 or 2, the total number of 2 cm. paths is then;
1,000,000 4 300,000 f 100,000 4 30,000* 10,000.... 1,450,000
.ince a high energy particle may produce four electrons at
c.ynodes 1 or 2, the total path length per pulise is:
4 x 1,450,000 x .02 x 10~3 s xi£ kilometers,
tfith this total path per pulae and the figures on ion pairs
produced, the number of ions pmr pulse is computed as:
16






It is seen that at 10"^ mm of Hf? the number of ions per
electron is very small and this pressure is thus considered
to be a workable operating pressure. It is here worth
noting that all but 10^ of the ions are produced in the
vicinity of dynodes 12, 13, and 14. If these ions migrate
to the nearest negative cynode they will clear the area
In about 10"*" seconds. However, should they migrate to
dynodes 1, 2, 3> or 4, they will arrive there in about 10~°
seconds and have sufficient energy to produce secondary
emission. This latter occurrence must have a very small
probability. Otherwise the tube would produce • continuous
current
•
In order to maintain the activity of the multiplying
surfaces the pressure within the tube should be kept as
low as is practicable. With the fore pump operating con-
tinuously, a pressure of 10"^ mm of Hg should be available.
with the pump capacities used in this investigation, the
tube pressure could be reduced to 10 ^ mm of Eg about one
hour after starting the diffusion pump. After s second
hour the pressure could be expected to drop to 4 or 5 x




drops to 2 x 10 . At higher pressures there seems to be
an internal discharge starting when the voltage of dynodes
i and 2 is about 5000 volts.
Heat Treatment:
?ne precise rtechanlsm of secondary emission is not
known primarily because the arrangement of metallic atoms,
gasses, and Impurities at the multiplying surfaces cannot
be determined. Consequently, the operations for treating
a multiplier surface are usually arrived at empirically.
Dr. Allen* s years of experience with beryllium surfaces
resulted in the following treatment for annealed beryllium
copper* whose beryllium content is nominally 211 by weight.
"The cleaning procedure consists in polishing
the electrodes either with fine abrasive paper
or a small felt polishing wheel. After the
polishing operation, the electrodes are cleaned
with C Cl4 .
"we assemble the complete electrode structure
and place it in a glass tube which is then evacu-
ated. The electrodes are heated by means of an
R.F. coil placed around the glass tube. The tem-
m operature of the electrodes is about 600 to 700 C
(a dull red) and the treatment time about ten
minutes. After the beet treatment the electrode
system may be removed from the tube and mounted
In the metal multiplier shell."
18

In this Investigation two methods of heat treatment
were attempted. The first to be tried was used on two
assembled tubes, the second of which was heat t re?* ted
twice. This first method was an attempt to heat the
dynodes after the entire structure had been useembled
and emplaced in the tube. The Ratal cover %ub replaced
by a glass bell jar which was seated on en auxiliary
flange. This system was then puuped down and the In-
ternal structure heated with an H.F. coil. ATter an
hour of outclassing at incipient red heat, the tempera-
ture of the dynodes could be raised slowly to about 600 C
and the heat treatment started. Because of the attenua-
tion of the H.F. field by the steel base plate, only four
dynodes could be heated at a time. The process was there-
fore completed in steps. Typically, dynodes 13, 12, 11
and 10 were heated simultaneously; then, 9 9 B 9 7 and 6
were heated; then 6, 5» 4 and 3; and finally 1 and 2.
Hote that there is an overlap on dynode 6. actually,
the four dynodes adjacent to those being heated *?ere ob-
served to be at incipient raC heat and the actual overlap
of the treatment is more than that indieatec *bove. The
heating of dynodes 1 and 2 separately is necessary because
2 shields 1 from the R.F. field unless the heating coil is
canted about thirty degrees. Htckel shields 4 were removed
during this heating process since they tended to form a
closed loop around the top four dynodes.
* See appendix T.

The second method of heat treatment was used on the
third and final tube. In this method, the dynoOes were
heated before assembly in the Insulator plates* The
treatment consists of hairing all of the dynodes simul-
taneously In a quarts tube In a stream of hydrogen at
atmospheric pressure* The heat Is supplied by an external
coaxial filament* Control of heat was obtained by supply-
ing the filament from a variac* Temperature was measured
directly with a thermocouple* This procedure permitted ac-
curate control of both the temperature end the heating time*
Excellent results were obtained when the dynodes were
heated for 10 minutes at 650 0*
Some discussion of the advantages and disadvantages
of the two heat treatments described seems in order* The
first method more closely approximates the Allen treatment
sinoe the heating is done in a vacuum* It has the follow-
ing advantages i
1* The struoture is all assembled exoept for the
shields and the exposure to air when mounting
shields and replacing the bell Jer by the
metal shell is kept to a minimum* About twenty
minutes' exposure is necessary.
2* The heat trestmant could be repeated by nerely
removing the nickel shields and replacing the
metal shell by the bell jar and auxiliary flange*







The disadvantages are numerous and will be listed as
briefly as possible. They are:
1. Turing the outgassing and fce»tlH f •& &&••
plate, bell jar, insulator plates, anc! the
flange and gaskets are warmed to shout 60
to 100°C ene there results some contemina-
tion of the dynodes by foreign substances
which boll out at these temperatures.
2. The insulator plates become slightly coated
with evaporated metal and the resistance
between dynodes falls to tbe range 50 to
250 mefohms. The more prolonged the heating,
the lo^er the resistance becomes.
3« The heating is not unifom, nor is the tiae
of heating subject to close control. Further,
there is no precise way to r.e&sure the dynode
temperature since the ordinary optical pyro-
. o
meter does net operate at 600 C.
*•• The use of en H.F. heater res that the
tube and its vacuus* system or the . heater
be sioved. This is inconvenient and ti&e con-
surging. The shortest treatment achieved with
this system took one working day.
5. Jnoe contamination occurs, the advantage of
reheating the dynodes is lost. It w&s ob-
served during the second heating of the second
^

tube that the dynode color when cold changed
very considerably. At the same time, the re*
slstanee of the insulator plates between
dynodes decreused by about half*
The advantages of the second heat treatment employed ere
as follows:
1. Control of temperature and heating time Is
possible.
2« Contamination is reduced to a minimum because
of the action of the hydrogen and because no
parts of the tube other than the dynodes are
heated.
3. The equipment required is relatively siaple
and the vacuum system is not involved in the
heating. This latter factor Is Important in
preventing contamination of the diffusion pump
oil.
4. The entire process requires about one and one-
half hours as compared to one day for the other
treatment.
The disadvantages of the second method are:
1. The treatment cannot be readily repeated since
the entire electroae structure must be removed
and disassembled in order to reheat the cymx.ee,
2. The length of time in which the dynodee are
exposed to air after the treatment is longer
22

then the exposure with the first method,
3* The dynodes oust be handled after treat-
ment* 2his introduces a probability of
contamination*
The results obtained with a tube heat-treated by the
second method were far better than any obtained from
tubes treated by the first method. The longer air ex-
posure and the probability of contamination by handling
of dynodes do not ap;ear to detract from the ultimate
performance. However, some improvement of the first
method is possible* For example, the base plate and
auxiliary flange can be heated during the vacuum test
of the components* if this heating is continued long
enough, the pressure in the system approaches a low
stable value, indicating that the base plate and auxiliary
flange ere outgassed m& that contaminating substances
have probably been removed. An experiment was conducted
on the base plate and auxiliary flange in which they
were heated to about 100°C by passing steam through the
cooling colls* After 12 hours of heating, the pressure
in the system reached a stable value* Meanwhile, the
upper surface of the bell jar had been cooled with ice
and a yellow, greaselike residue collected thereon* This
residue la believed to be mainly composed of Octoll from
the diffusion pump. The yellow color is attributable to
oontajsination of the oil by the impurities removed from
.
-
tiie base plate and flange. If, as Is suspected, the
base plate and flange ere the principal sources of con*
taaination, the process describee! above would alnost
certainly improve the results obtained when heat treat-
ing by the firut method. Hovever, unless temperature
and tlae of he&ting can be better controlled in the first
Method, results comparable to those obtained with the
hydrogen heating cannot be expected* Consequently, the





Conclusions and Reoomoendations Relating, to the Construe-
tlon and irooesalnff of the Tube f Construction Phase .
In the course of this work three tubes were completed,
of which only one, the third, proved successful es a par-
ticle detector. The reasons for the failure of the other
two, while not completely Known, can nevertheless be sur-
mised from piecemeal data obtained in studying various
aspects of the problem. Generally, they reduce to these:
(1) The presence of spurious signals resulting
from leakage obscured whatever particle re-
sponse there may have b^en.
(2) Contamination of the active surfaces reduced
their efficiency.
(3) Failure to achieve optimum heat-treating con-
ditions resulted in low electron multiplica-
tion.
(4) Insufficiently high vaouum may have driven
rise to excessively high ion currents in
the tubes.
The Matter of contamination and heat treatment has
been well MMfcSlMl in the preceding section. Now
Measures affecting the construction of the tube which
were found necessary to produce a satisfactory detector
will be reviewed.
(1) The design of the glass seals on the lead-in
wires must be such that there is at least a
2 b
.,o*3
slightly elastic connection between the solder
Joint and the area of the glass-to-metal setl*
If this is not provided in the design, the glass
is strained during the cooling of the base
flange after the soldering. Cracks in the
glass and porous solder joints are likely* If
a crack in the &lass should develop, the best
thing to do, of course, Is to replace the eyelet
seal with a new one. If this should prove im-
possible to do, the next best thing to try is
to coat the region with a wax having suitable
resistance ena vapor pressure as well as seal-
ing properties* *veid using solvents in the
vicinity of the crack for they were observed to
carry more dirt into cracks than they ever re-
moved*
(2) The bunsen burner method of soldering the eyelet
seals in place, if skillfully carried out, Is
superior to the oven method for two rtmaonm*
The pudding and judicious application of flux
in regions where the solder does not flow
readily appears to be very necessary for a
vacuum tight joint* Moreover, ^h^n this method
is used, small crevices which appear as the
solder sets and contracts may be Individually
^o

attended to* Some of the element of ehanoe Is
rmnoved.
(3) Tile iiydro^en firing of Grade A Lavitc Lfl not
recoi^ueno ed on the basis of the experience cited
previously
•
(4) Some difficulty was encountered in spot-welding
electrical connections to the niohrome support
wires* A substitute material for tnese wires
should be sought. In connection with this, a
tweezer spot welder is an essential tool for
rapid assembling of the tube after heat treating
it* Soft-soldering electrical connections to
kovar is not recommended if it can be avoided.
Where it is necessary, a very hot iron and acid
flux are reoos&aended. &craping the oxide from
the surface as the korar is heated helps in tin-
ning. A tin plating on the kovar eyelet is worth
trying.
(5) The exterior dynocie connections should be made
using smooth sleeves end large diameter wire
everywhere. This applies to the construction
of the voltage divider as well. The entire high
voltage system should then be potted as a fur-
ther me^ ns of suppressing corona and leakage
disturbances. The use of gyltol in contact with
the high voltage leads is viewed with suspicion.
toia
Conclusion* an<? r*vcimemv. u* I . • : , art J,, Processing Phase
After aaaembll: , oceasln, , end testing three tubes
certain facte become self-evident arid other mottors are sus<
pected of being imp© . The benefit or such experience
as was obtained la this part of the Investigation la flven
In the cowment below
t
1. Ifce cleaning of all aurfacea which will ultimately be
within the multiplier tube shell Is a most Important
factor in obtaining the desired multiplication* fixe
contamination of dynodes which was observed In the
flrat two assemblies tended to correlate with the
measured multiplication* ,rhat Is to say* the more
contamination observed* the leas the multiplication*
In the final tube assembled* the dynodes were scoured
with four abrasive papers of graduated fineness and
I scoured 6zmort** were then dipped in verlous clean
solvents and finally cleaned eleetrolytloslly* After
heat treating these dynodes were handled with tweesere*
It li quite probable that the Improvement noted In mul-
tiplication of this set of dynodes is at "east .-.artly
the result of this cleaning- process*
S* ^%e heat treatment of dynodes in hydrogen appears to
produce excellent results* lie disadvantages of this
met*
I
ve been "ously discussed &n& It Is here
recce*-- ended that the following studies be OS - «J
by anyone interested in preducl tubei
(a) Design the electrode supportive structure and the
^8
-
electrical connection* to the electrode© in such a
- manner that they way be more repidly assembled and
so that they amy be readily disassembled for sub-
sequent haat treatments, (b) Obaenre and identify
tha residue Xaft In th© quart* tuba during tha firing*
If this residue ccult* be eliminated, the assembled
electrode structure could be heated as a unit and
considerable time ano danger of contamination elimin-
ated from the process* (c) A study of the resultant
mult! plication aa a function of tampereturc and time
of haat treatment should be made*
3. A modification of the ;al design is suggested
which is Intended as a guide to sou* possible future
work in this fielrt» a sketch of the revised structure
is shown ii ftfuYU I . tom intention of this modi fl-
oatIon is to eliminate four of tr< Iple problems
encountered with th© design used in this investigation.
These four problema aret
1. Difficulty of assembly and disassembly of
the electrode structure.
iffiemlty of sealing in fourteen glass to
kovar eyelets without having strain cracks
or vacuum leaks*
5* elimination of corona.
4. ' *Meul*y in heat treating ana ha the
treated dynodes and the reduction of the ex-
















sketch of figure o ahowa tha alectrod© structure,
-hi 'h voltage lead* and hal ; or the voltage divider
Mounted on the base plate • The single hi<h voltage
lead becomes a flat US strap In the tube Interior.
Ate strap serves as a top support to the resistors
of the voltage divider *n& durther la a negative
shield which tends to colligate the electron beaaa
and resscve lona from the active area* Mat use
auch a device would eliminate the necessity of In-
sulator platea and the consequent probable troubles
with surface charge on these plates* The resistors
or the voltage divider can be obtained by extruding
titanium dioxide In rods of about one Inch outer
diameter having a small central hole* ends of
these resistors are metallised to afford con tao ting
surfaces. -->ae resistors are fired in oxyren to
:rol the resistivity. In the aise shown, the re-
sistance per unit could be almost any value less than
1000 megohms. If the real a tors were aged In a vacuum
the ultimate resistance should be quite constant.*
Hie dynodes cf this modification wcul?> have the same
form as those used in this Investigation. However.
on the back of each dynode a metal strap Is spot
welded and the strap Is bent In auch a manner that
• Prof. . . ireckenridge, Insulation research Labors-
•j • - • • was consulted nctlcabillty I
•'-.anium dloi ' ^slatera if this sise arx1 form* iie
data on resistors ?Iven above represent his Lons.
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t surfaces away from Hit dynode are horizontal
when the rfynode la held In r«?ct position for
a tube with a vertical axis* Mi of tbla a trap
away fro* the dynode should have a semicircular form
to conform to the ah*pa of the resistors* in tha can*
fear of the M ^ele a sjsall dowel or Wpered
should ba attach a<5 so that tha pin or fita
into the small hole In tha interior of tha resistors*
This arrangement locks the* strap and the dynode in
position* 7fce bracket and screw shown mounted on
tha hi h voltage strap aarva to support and compress
the resistor column and H ua lock it into place.
Any attempt to ft into further detail would ba futile
without making tha complete design*
*!ha re-dee ign proposed above solves the four
ablets mentioned in the following ways* Aaeeiably
and disassembly are accomplished by stacking or un-
its* resistors and dynodas* The only locking
piece is the top screw* ft are no spot welclod
connect;lons. rhere are but two glass to z&atal seals
to consider. ->ir placement ^nA else are not as
critical as in the previous tubes* torn single higfc
voltage lead can be of large diameter* ana this plus
the simplicity cf the system should eliminate corona*
I design, the time between heat traataient and
final assembly of the tube can be reduced to 3 or 4
minutes* -urtherraore* subsequent L will
quire a minimum of effort and time since bhOPS arc





The processing of the Allen tube should result in an
electron multiplication of about 4 per tfynocia. Since
there are 12 stages of multiplication, this fives an over-
ell gain of 17 ,000,000. >such gain oannot be measured
directly because it is not possible to compare the normal
Input to the output. However, it Is possible to measure
the multiplication per dynode for iaany of the dynode* end
thus check the results of the processing. This multipli-
cation measurement Is made by using a mercury arc to start
photo tat salon at dynocae 1 or 2. Ilreot currant of suffi-
cient magnitude to permit accurate measurement with a
sensitive galvanometer is then obtained at many of the
higher numbered dynodes. The ratio of current measured
at adjacent ciynoties is directly related to the average
multiplication of one of there dynocea. If, for Instance,
the electrou current leaving dynode 9 via space toward
dynode 10 is measured, and then the electron current leav-
ing 10 for 11 via space is measured, the ratio of the latter
current to th© former Is the multiplication at dynode 10.
The fact that such ratios are seldom integral numbers in-
dicates that the average multiplication is measured. The
circuit diagrammed in figure 6 is that used to measure the
3<L
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electron ourrent leaving aynode 10 for tfynode 11 . Note
that dynodes of higher number than 11 are also used to
collect this current. This la necessary because the
electrons incident at 11 may cause secondary emission.
In some instances it may be well to elevate the voltage
at ell the collecting electrodes to prevent some elec-
trons from migrating to the grounded metal shield. For
the currents and voltages actually used, this corrective
measure did not change the current observably. Listed
below are some typical measurements made using the method
just described:











A second method of saasurlng the multiplication in
which the current measured is somewhat larger is shown




























oonnocted to the shunt and galvanometer is measured .
This net current is composed of the electron current flow-
ing into the dynode and the electron current flowing away
from the dynode. Since these two currents would flow
through the galvanometer In opposite directions, **n6 since
the electron current flowing away froa a dynode is larger
than that flowing into it by the multiplication of the
dynode, this net current will be larger than that measured
by the previous method by a factor of the multiplication
minus one. 3oae aultipliOvHtions computed froa the second
method directly by ratios and those indicated by compari-
son of current measured by both methods are Riven in the
following list.







12 28.6 1.39 2.64
11 14.1 2.04 2.81
10 6.3 2.24 2.81
t 3.05 2.06 2*38
8 1.18 2.58 3.40
T 0.49 2.4 3.97
* 0.178 2.75 3.74
5 0.062 2.87 3.69
The results listed here and previously were taken on the
saisie tube under conditions which were identical except
for the measuring elrcuit used. It is thus pertinent to
'j/id

try to explain the disparity in the results. The most
probable source of error in any of the measurements is
leakage between dynotfea, some of which will pass through
the measuring circuit. If the leakage la considered to
he oonotant at all measurimc positions, the method of
Measurement which Indicates the least multiplication must
he the aethoc which also has the larger percentage of
leakage since the ratio is usee in measurement. Hence,
the second method evidently causes the measurement of
more leakage than the first method. If this is so, the
currents measured In the second method are too lerge.
Consequently, the "indicated" multiplication is too large
by the amount of the retlo of leakage in the second method
to total current in the first method providing there is no
leakage by the first method. However, thin omnot he
safely assumed. It can be shown that if the leakage re*
malms a constant for a iven method of measurement,




where is the true multiplication and M^, Mgf and M* are
the multiplications hy method one, by method two, and the
indicated multiplication respectively, Umoa, it is in-
dicated that the true raultlplleation in the examples given
is invariably less than the indicated multiplication since














Vhe results listed here seem to indicate that leakage Is
not a constant ana that the results from method 1 are
probably consistently on the conservative side, ftith the
exception of dynodes 9 and 12 the results tend to the
trend shown in the results obtained with method 1. It
would be well to mention here that the leakage referred to
Is not the current which would be measured *lth voltage on
the appropriate dynodes and with no source of electrons at
dynodes 1 and 2. This current has already been eliminated
from the measurements. The only indication that some form
of leakage doeo sjdUrfl io the discrepancy in the jaeasurs-
meats by the different methods.
In the last tube seeemblcd, the voltage divider and
external lead-in ir- s were potted and it was not possible
to :sake direct measurement of the multiplication. For-
tunately, the output pulses obtained with alpha particles
.
incident on dynotfes i and 2 were sufficiently large so
that a measurement of their magnitude was possible at
the output of the pre-amplifier. han pulses vere so ob-
served and their magnitudes analysed by the discriminator
levels of e convent- sealer, it was determined that
maximum observed pulses were /*•*> volts MM the minimum ob-
served pulses v<ere 3.0 volts. $>• utha 1 -rements it
was deter&intHS that the NLtlt of naxlaum t Iraum ampli-
tudes should be in the vicinity of tiUNMN ce t it was
apparent that the preamplifier was blocking. The block-
ing voltage agreed vdth computed L tionn of this am~
piifier. Kenoe, it was estimated that Mm true maximum
output pulses would htve been 9 volts <with the amplifier
in the linear run^e. The #ain of the pre-amplifier
-8
measured with 10 second pulses was determined to be 20.
Consequently, the maximum output pulses at the collector
electrode must have been 0.45 volt the minimum pulses
0.15 volts, fines the total capacity of the collector
electrode and the input stage of the amplifier is 18 uu fd,
the ftftxlnum gain in terms of electrons per ulpha particle
is
•12
„^ IB x 10 A x 0.45 7C7/
« "a »-«§ = *-°* * 101.6 x 10 x*
Thus the maximum overall rain is of the order of
fifty million for ?iipha particles. The minimum ,*uin is
about 17 Million and this fmtl should be associated v»ith
the emission of one or two electrons per alpha particle
a i

at dynode 2. 3ubse< ueiit measurement on gamma radiation
indicates that the minimum klpha fmtl it) to be associated
with sinelr electron emission unless it can be shown that
the maximum pulses from gamma r®7* result from electron
pair emission.
V'hen multiplication $er dynode is computed from the
above figures it is founc: t< \m 4 it single electrons p^r
alpha particle are ami tt eft, and 3«76 if two electrons per
alpha particle are emitted. Thus the multi plication per
dynorfe is known to within iff even though tftMi overall gmla
is known only in order of magnitude.
j

Circuitry for Tasting the ;'41»n 'fob* *» » ParticleJ etec tor
Among the measurement* which It wee desired to make us-
ing the Allen tube ae a particle detector were the following:
(1) A measurement of the background counting rate
In the absence of a particle source*
(2) A determination of the overall gain of the
multiplier-detector from a measurement of
the average pulse size at the output of the
detector when a source of alpha-particle of
fairly homogeneous energies is brought to the
detector window.
(3) A determination of the statistical variation
in amplitude of the output pulses resulting
from the detection of like particles.
(it) An approximate estimate of counting efficiency
based on counts obtained from available cali-
brated sources.
In order to perform the above measurements it was
necessary to have a suitable amplifier, discriminator,
scaler, and mechanical counter. A description of the
measurements will be deferred until the features of the
electronic equipment used have been discussed.
The ^pl^er
The amplifier used was designed and built speoially
for this application us an incidental project in the thesis.
Its design Involved the following considerations:
.MMlMi
-3MMI
1. Upper Cutoff Frequency,
Xt was easily proven that the limit of pulse resolu-
tion would be in the amplifier rather than in the electron
multiplier if conventional amplifier design was used. In
Appendix a, the eolleotor electrode of the multiplier was
shown to charge through 80$ of its response to a particle
detection in a period of 6 x 10 seconds. In Appendix 0,
on the other hand, a conventional voltage amplifier was
shown to have a limited gain, if it was to preserve the
rise time of an input pulse, given by
&s Mns Ja
where
G is the maximum pain available*
0ft Is the amplifier tube transoonductanoe,
C Is the capacitance shunting the output of
the tube,
S is the rise time of the pulse,
When values typical of a 6A&5 were substituted in the above
formula along with a rise time of 6 x 10~10 seconds, the
maximum gain available was found to be lass than unity. The
limiting factor In pulse resolution was therefore seen to be
the amplifier rather than the nultipliar,
4 more severe limitation of rosolvin^ time than would be
presented by a fast amplifier, however, was that introduced
by a sealing circuit. The fastest of these wnleh was avail-
-7
able commercially possessed a resolving time of 10 f seconds,




of electronic devices capable of utilizing the very short
resolving tiae of the csultiplier wee considered very worth-
while, it wae also considered far too formidable an under*
talcing to be attempted ae an incidental project to till a
thesis.
Accordingly, the resolving tiae of the scalar (10"'
seconds) was accepted ae the overall limit end the amplifier
was designed with this in mind. An upper cutoff frequency
of about 10 megacycles per second was chosen as a design
figure* In kp entiix H, the optimum gain-per-etege for wide
bandwidth was shown to be near 1.65 • It was observed, how*
ever, that an overall ..in of 10 could be achieved with e
bandwidth of 11 megacycles p^r second by using a galn-per-
stage of 5 end employing four-terminal network coupling
between stages*
2* Lower Cutoff Frequency.
In view of the very sharp nature of the pulses to be
amplified, it was felt that the lo er cutoff frequency of
the amplifier could be made 'mite high* A high lower cutoff
frequency was desired, moreover, ae insurance against low
frequency pickup, microphonics and aotorboeting. Accordingly,
an analysis of the effect of low frequency cutoff was made
to determine just how high it could be made and still pre-
serve the discrete character mf a pulse.
The analysis, presented i:. endlX C, suggested a point
of view which elucidated the problem. This point of view

will now be discussed. A sia&le pul«e which has been passsd
by a circuit which has both an upi»er and a lower cutoff
frequency will have a waveform which la the result of the
coherence , at the instant of the pulse, of all the frequency
components of the pulse which ere passed by the circuit. By
the terra coherence is meant the ordered phase relationship
among the components which fiivos rise, at the instant of the
pulse, to a net voltage summation rather than a more or less
complete cancellation. The period of time from the instant
of the pulse before the coherence of a band of frequencies
is lost depends upon the ratio of the width of the band to
the frequency &t the middle of the bond, and to the amount
of amplitude variestion that exists within the band of fre-
quencies, a sharp amplitude variation lengthens the time
required for the coherence to be lost. The frequencies in
the region of a spectrum where the amplitude variation with
frequency is rapid, then, are the frequencies which tend to
give rise to oscillatory trailing edges when the higher fre-
quencies are not passed.
It is convenient to define a frequency associated with
the pulse width. Let the central frequency of a pulse be
that frequency which has a half-period equal to the pulse
width at the half-amplitude points of the pulse. It is
generally true that the central frequency of a pulse lies at
a point in the spectrum thereof about half-way between zero
•

frequency end the region where the amplitude variation
is greatest*
It inay be said that, for a given relative band-
width, the frequencies which lie between the central
frequency of the pulse and twice this frequency con-
tribute most to the destruction of the singleness of
the pulses.
The frequencies below the central frequency, on
the other hand, do not tend to produce oscillatory trail-
ing edges for two reasons. First, they occupy a region
in the spectrum where the amplitudes are nearly the same
height; and second, for a band of given frequency spread,
the relative bandwidth is greater in the low-frequency
range than in the hi^h frequency range* Accordingly, the
low-frequency bands will lose their coherence in a smaller
number of cycles, or part of a cycle. The component:) of
a low-frequency band, moreover, are effective in minimiz-
ing the oscillatory trailing edges MM&tiag from a
high-frequency band beeease they Imv* considerably larger
amplitudes than the high-frequency components. The wave-
forms presented in Appendix C may be used to estimate
the low-frequency requirements in the light of this dis-
cussion.
Treating the amplifier as a whole, and assuming that
the central frequency of the input pulse lies below the up«
per cutoff frequency of the amplifier, it is apparent
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the troublesoeie frequency band is present la the output
frota the amplifier. Prom the eurves in .tpwaisftlJI for the
case where this it true, It can be estimated that the low
frequency cutoff must be no higher then cne-t*nth of the
central frequency mi the pulse in order to preserve the
a5n.:;l*no»» of the pulse. Assuming that the broadest pulse
Interest Is one microsecond wide at the half amplitude
point, the central frequency becomes 500 kc and the lower
cutoff frequency should be 60 kc,
3. Anticipated Input signal*
The range of signal voltages which could be Anticipated
was computed on the basis of the folio*1% assumptions!
(1) A capacitance Of 15 pT would exist at the mul-
tiplier collector electrode*
(2) our electrons would be released from the first
dynode I NHMHi of ' inal detection*
I multiplication por sta#e within the multi-
plier would be in the ran&e of 2.5 to 4*0*
.suits of the calculation are*
* !<>ctron multiplication Hector ^ ulse
per Sta&o r.lge





The preamplifier was designed en the assumption that
the output pulse from the multiplier would be less than 0.1
volt. It was felt that a simple inverter-cathode follower
could easily N substitt. or the | .•- -u ler should the
multiplier prove to have a larger output pulfce than 0.1 volt.

4. c«ln«
uncertainly of the multiplication whit ht
be *icbieved In the electron emltlplier made necessary
the r :: !c 3 wide range of gain adjustment In the
amplifier. It was •ou/'kt t, achieve this gain adjustment
without intrc- I lng« To this enf% a variable
traneconductance tuba waa used in one of the early stage*
with an adjustable bias. In addition to this, a number of
stages ware designed with means by which they could ba da*
generated
•
5. Output * equlrevents.
The amplifier was designed to produce a positive pulse
vlng *n amplitude serosa 1000 ohms of at least 20 volts.
Is wss accepted as a reasonable output for driving a seal'
ing circuit or a synchroscope through a short length of co-
axial line.
6. Additional "aatures.
A pulse amplltt, Iscrlminetcr was Included for the
purpose of measuring tha statictica of tha Multiplier ftte
tactor.
A maana of acMevirv a aowawhat logarithmic gain re-
sponse was included to improve the dot: I efficiency of
the system. It was achieved by making provision ;or re-
pl.-'cir\r tow *he sharp cutoff tubas which amplified nega-
tive pulses with remote cutoff tubes and by j
enerating two alternate stages which amplify positive
sea.

The Amplifier circuits which were declined In
accordance with the above eonaid era tlone are shown in
Ewgs. D-1039-A and I -1039-B in Appendix J. The pre-
amplifier consists of three stages of voltage ampli-
fication coupled with four-terminal networks which are
not original in this design. It has a cathode fol-
lower output matched to a 93 ohm line. The measured
steady state voltage gain of the preamplifier is
plotted in Fig. 6. This data was taken using a General
Radio 60$B Signal Generator with the output connection
deaoribed in Appendix K t and a General Radio 1800a
Vacuum Tube Volteeter at a natched termination to the
output cable of the preamplifier.
The amplifier consists of an inverter stage, a
gain control stage, four stages capable of being in-
dividually degenerated by opening toggle switches, an
amplitude discriminator, a driver tube, and a cathode
follower. Ordinary coupling was employed in the am-
plifier, but sp? ce was left for four- terminal network
elements should they prove necessary to decrease the re-
solving time. The amplifier provides a 93 ohm termination
at its input, and is designed to amplifier sharp (0.1
micro-seconas) positive pulses of not r^ore than two volts





20 volts for linear amplification, and to 50 volts
under conditions of saturation. The output impedance
1b 30-a 9 but the amplifier mut»t work Into an imped-
ance greater than 5000 ohms* The output connect ion
has a d.c. voltage to ground of *bout 100 volts.
The power requirements of the amplifiers are as
follows:
Pre-amplifier
r irect Current - f200 volts, 54 milll-
amperes to ground.
Filament - 6.3 volts a.c, 1 amperes, one
side rounded.
Amplifier
Tireot Current + 250 volts, 160 milll-
amperes to ground and -150 volts
2 ma to ground.
filament 6*3 volts a.c, 3 amperes, one side
grounded and 6.3 volts o,e., 0.6 amperes
center ImppMI and carried at d.c. voltage






The complete amplifier system was tasted for puis*
response us in*: a gas tube pulsar* whoae output was at-
tenuated by a 75 ohm " toggle switch attenuator"* • The
attenuator output was terminated at the pre-amplifier t
and pass sd through a 1N34 crystal diode to the input
stage grid* The use of the crystal was to oauae the
charge on the grid of the first tube to leak off with
the same time constant under these test conditions that
it would hare when the amplifier was directly conneoted
to the multiplier eollsotor electrode.
The output pulse from the amplifier was observed on
a P5 synchroscope. The &ain of the amplifier was determined
from the known amplitude of the pulser output, the known
calibration of the attenuator and the observed pulse height
on the synchroscope. A plot of the observed overall am-
plifier gain is presented in Fi#s. 9 and 10.
When the last Allen tube was tested It was found that
the multiplication surpassed the original estimates by a
sufficient amount to cause blocking of the pre-amplifler.
*Thia pulser, designed by J. A. Tare, delivers negative
or positive pulses having rise times of less than 0.01
micro-seconds at trigger repetition rates up to 1000
cycles per second.
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0m a quick remedy to the situation, the resistance Rl,
Twg. 1039-"» appendix f 9 wee replaced cy a $0 ohm re-
sistor. The overall gain was estimated to have been
reduced by a factor of 10 by observing that the tsaxlwua
output pulses of the preamplifier after r^odification were
about 1 volt where they had been about 4 volts and had
been blocking.
Pynode Voltage Supply
The dynode voltages were obtained from a voltage
divider consisting of a series connection of 12 three
megohm, one *att, Allen Bradley composition realstore
each shunted by a 0.01 microfarad alee condenser* The
condensers were included to prevent exterior tfisturbanoas
from entering the tube via the lead-ins, and to reduce
the resistance noise characteristic of composition re-
sistors. The dynodes were connected, in the manner de-
scribed in the section on Construction, to the voltage
divider points so that dynocies no. 1 and 2* and the nickel
shields were maintained at the supply voltage while the
remaining dynodes in the order of their numbers were main-
tained at voltages successively reduced from the supply
vol a^e in steps of one-twelfth of this voltage. The
14th electrode or collector was connected to a common
ground through the ^rid return resistor of the pre-
amplifier input stage. The voltage to the voltage divider






was obtained from, a variable high-voltage po\*ar supply
through a shielded cable rated at 10,000 volts. The
power supply was rated at 10 milliamperes at 5000 volts,
Its voltage was adjustable up to 7000 volts for the cur-
rent drawn in this application.

Particle rcurrlny.
. The ultimate teat of the electron multiplier detector
would toe an accurate measurement of its efficiency In coun-
ting alpha, bat a, and pMHt radiation. HHIV| It was
found that this measurement coul^ not be made in this in-
var ncause the c* a term! i of the ac area
which tfcfinea the •oGULd angle of the detector OOtiU not
be doterxalne^ by any simple experiments. :' consequently,
the data given in figurea 11 through 17 is to be considered
as typical data rather than calibration date..
In figure 11 a a shown of the varia*icn in fcfjl -
aund count with power volt«£«.TO obtain the lnter*dynode
voltage, power voltage can be divided oy 19« he background
count is satisfactorily low at &11 practical power voltages*
Figure 12 shows a plot of particles counted frost a
polonium source when power voltage is varter . a brief con*
sideretlon of figures 11 and 12 together indicates that a
power voltage of 6; Ives optimum counting conditions for
strong sources of radiation, and a power voltage near 3600
is appropriate far weak sources. an appropriate verti-
cal scale were used, the curve of figure 12 00*14 te c<
sidered a relative riency curve fOf alffea particle
oomtia .
Data ' was obtained 'sslnato*
bias to analyze rulse »agr, . I essentially a










volta* I . Tv is note* e total count and dark
current curves have characteristics similar to the curve
13 uj> volts. Above Bfi • Increase
in bacsr r roun<* count amy very well bo the result of corona
•.erior leads MP field amission w\ a*
14 skews the eiTect of ao&pllfler
gain on ecu-. • several "pi atom a* noted
Indicate that the raajori see a about the
ear* else* staple':* down plateaus further Indicate
l soiae variat- re In the eedsaion of electrons
In the firtt three nodes. IJiis fors* rvt
is f Sted In miltlpller type tubes*
In obtaining data for figure l& the discriminator
bias of the scaler was used to analyse pulse sizes* Is!
curve shown could also be considered as a ; ulse ssagn'.
distribution curve. Hn & ain the variation in the eiats-
slon at one or more of the first our aynodes Is evidenced
by the several steps along the negative slope of the curve*
ires 16 and 17 are similar to 14 and 16 respectively,
except that a gasss* source was used to produce the pulses*
Hie »ore regular tiat -ulse sizes observer? in
ire 17 U fctt ' >ufMsA 4 I fact that 8MB* rays way
reach f the II active Aynodes and produce an el
I s fac I , p I \ i& Hie s tI I Leal variation expee ted in snal*
tiplicatlon at any surface tends to diagulee any $tt
as were observed w r>\e el; article source.
























































at the ttee data was taken* The response to beta rays
should he vary siciilar v : alned for gasss* rays
sine both prooesses Involve single el* 3 at the point
where a pulse Is initiated.
e curves shown In es 11 through 17 Indicate a
somewhat better performance than that of tubes tasted
. all SSI* Allen found that his optlnuxa operating: point
was at or vary near 4600 volts. a*WS this voltage the
background count was observed by Allen to rise rather
rapidly. urther, Allen's results do net show a *'plateau*
region when plotting ^asssa induced counts against air &r
gallj "he true extant of the improvement can not be properly
estimated until exhaustive measurement a have heen saade.

c> ions ion : ' II
In the foregoing sections, the methods and results of
testing the multiplier-detector here been presented, While
it ires not possible to make exhaustive studies of the
measuring techniques or the tube performance, sufficient
information was obtained to Indicate these conclusions. A
multiplier-det actor of t. len design may be heat treated
in a stream of hydrogen with resulting performance compar-
able to or better than that *?iven by a vacuum processed tube*
Special measures can be taken to prevent corona and leakage
from adversely affecting the performance of the tube. A
properly constructed and processed tube can be used to
count alpha, beta or gamma i^ys with high efficiency.
Among the further studies which *M warranted are tlie
following* An attempt should be ak.de to decrease the re-
solving time of the electronic equipment associated with the
detector* A video amplifier consisting of just a few stages
of 829B tubes would aid greatly in making measurements where
linearity in the amplifier is t^pilltll A study of the solid
angle presented by the effeotive window of the tube Is recom-
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MftSS* Institute of Tar
C«*brl<ira 59, *as«.
Vmmr r« at tin* :
I am enclosing; drawing ox"* the latest varslon of multi-
plier tuba in use MP . a electrons* ara forsaad fr©»
commercial he aa coppar sheet a.p mtely 6 to 7 sails
thick. The alloy contains aprroxlwa' -a by weight and
was obtained Tram - >Mpany ©f Ausarlaa*
possible, the alloy should t<e annealed dead s©' .
The cleaning procedure consists in polishing the elec-
trodes aithar with fine abrasive paper or with a assail felt
poll shin 1» ftftar tea pallsi *. ara tier, the elec-
taas ara cleaned with ( el^.
Ha assemble the complete electrode structure and place
It in a i-laae tuba which is then evacuated* Hxs electrodes
are beat treated by means Sf an • . coll ji lac art ejpejfejej tha
glass tube. TfcO t samara ture of tha el-c'TOtfes is about
600 to 1 (a -lull treateent time about tan
Minutes* After tha heat treatment, the electrode systea
May be removed fror .'-j* and wou: mats
ter tuba ehell* "he sleetrods* may be ax.
p sever? .-a wit "©crease 3n tha
-seconds .*tla&* Iftej* r*>pe*t« -^suree to air tha
gmltlplicatlaa of* the tuba will decrease, However, tha
el- 'as May be reactivated by the host treatMent Just
oaserlb* .
•icaral i ara,
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urn* ktiM ia m ,cUy m t vvtwm
pvmp u««d in this ImrsstlK*tton:
Mffusion rwpi I ,t, U ptmp pr0<5viC<Ml by
UltUUtlM a# or . ^ ^
*• pswp t« d«»t?mt*d vwr-i |g ^^ ,|
10 ItMrs per second at 10~* an of
anuria tursri fey . .
or iMaata
,
m. Ma Pu»p ia emtM at #1
xi Mr. Psr aaaaaai. omsp Wwa op^^. con.
«tions it tin pus^ a syaftsa tc xo-» m of Eg,

The nickel shields at the upper entl of the eleo~
trofle assembly were designee1 to have two functions:
one, they help to create a field free region in the
volume enclosed by the shields ana dynodes 1 and 2;
two, they prevent ion return from the high numbered
dynodes to the low numbered dynodes by collecting any
lone which may have a free line of flight to the
shields. Further, the shields will alter the surface
oharge in the region of aynodes 3 ana 4 in such a aan-
ner that ions will be collected in this region and may
not proceed to dynodes 1 or 2.
.*:> MB
APPENDIX G
PISE TIMK LIMITATION OF AN AMPLI X.K
Consider a alnple vacuum tube arranged as an ampli-
fier with a plate load resistance R and a capacitance £
shuntin/ the plate of the tube* Designate the transcon-
ductance of the tube by g» Assume that the ^rld signal
is that pictured in lg« 1, characterized by a rise time
& and an amplitude £« Ihe transient response of the plate
voltage, £, to this signal may be obtained as the solution







The plate voltage change which ocurs during the grid sig-
nal rise time is obtained by giving t the value <5~ in (2).
The result may be expressed as
__ <5yr
The value of the quantity in braces is shown plotted in
• 2. It is seen to have its maximum value, 0*5, where
T, the plate circuit time constant, is large compared to
the rise time of the ^rid signal. Stated roughly, the










aU;nal i» *riM$ a long plate | -
cult tisse cone tar.
I
.
> ' .M,. that tltiUi c;:;.- IU(M U Big then Ifcf MKi*
Mm pulge gain wh rtalht the ajaa lev
••ring the grid aignal rlae «g| la ,; Iven by
E. ZC (4)
Actually, the jfltflw can I |t§* than thin If a tin*
lag In the fif inga la acceptable, ftiia ta ao beoauee the
rlae rat* or the amplifier r©»pon«© atarfca at *ere and builda
up to a mxl»u» at t a . * the a '*r la ec rt earned
that the plate reeponee during; an Interval of tl»a
the aaxlKUft reeponae rata t« effective la uaaUe, then the
maximum §ej teinable fraat Ilia amplifier anile preae,-
the riae tiaie I« fiven by
:«toe **»• •If-Perer.tiation of (t) the mxlanas gain la
I be
£ C [ tfr J
• <Ju* RMf la al«c ... aximai
n la again obtained for the c aaj that the plata ii -
* large e©»*>area to t: i*$ tlma»
In thla case Mfftvaj , kfa* quantity racket a la gaen to
have a smKimuai value of unity.
It ©ay there f i a a tat erf feat fee maximum video gain
*^ich * r a ilagla tube ejftpllrier that, haa a




3-\ \ ia 512
T^> \
8 ' ' ' '
g i» tit* m *ne*
I I

n ao. of stages
C interstage capacity
B plate load resistor
rn tube traiisoonduetanoe
A total overall pain
w:2rf x angular frequency
% plate circuit impedance
*2 upper cutoff frequency
The plate circuit of the amplifier offers the follow-




>L2„2|wCB S l/l f
the frequency at whicfc the gain of a st&ge is 1 times

















to"he value of t* given ty U) ^iXl have tlie signifi-
cance of beinr tne overall up; er cutoff fro ;uency if
*h - 0.707 (2 >






Therefore, substituting (4) into (2) ana solving
for £ In iprt
V I X .
l/n
r I ,| X*
a
• 3646 In fl»H
• In
«3646 (5)(g»H) In A
The value of tne plate loac resistance for
fcan<lwi£tn ©ay be obtained by &i/£»raatiating (X) «
equating tne result to zero.
Of2 ZrrnO Jf— fi| -\S2-X 2ttC
Thi* rives the relation





fix . .j^t* I (7)
11 In I «
8abstitutin*> (7) into (6)
A c «•*«»»«»'










let y x •!&£
inoe x * a uit* sasll compared to unity
UmR) y S 1 * ln(««R)y 4 1/2 In2 (gmP)y2
T
1
- : if y y2
1-y
^ordin&ly. *n explicit solution for £ may be ob-
tained*
I - 21n (gaRj
• r '> ' '—
.
y
- 1 - 2in*(«itfD
It follows than
I
In I z 0.3646 - 2lB jJJJI
Vhen tills formula is plotted it is found that tne
1/2
optii&u» value of jgn R is yea nearly e ' for all prw
tieal viulu , the overall §M|U
<J *~
,
In vi**> of this fact, tii© number of atagea re uiretf
to gift optlttun baaciwiath U glv»*n by
a c 2 la A
The amount by which each **£* Mi in fill at
the cutoff frequency |g p:iven by
1 1
?
> " II I M ill « I n n
lfl A i 1Q IIIS X.^JJfc - 1.19
Finally, the cutoff frequency «*iy be * ritten «s
/ I
f
2 = 0*1 jfPlp
93

' II »l '» W illi M IH
In attar iovelop a i
JuAglns hew Im tho low fltf!*•* cutoff or e circuit KUSt
be Wtd • preserve a contain tfegro' • uloe
wavefona. A uitfe.blft ;»ulsa will bo revolver* Into ltd fre-
quency oeeaponenta. Tt then will bt riicnil I ti using
only the cojsjpononta within a p##1 ^$#
aaaunlnr that within thta *!•• Gutter equal
at ton-' phaae shift proportional to trc .y*
'rhie will be p« "*»$ for variola 101997 tattii Ml the
alt in*... rulso wev = s will bo MHpftl - al»
A convenient la ulse for thle i a aln&le
I 1« of a alne wave bocauao I - -equency components
-ueh a pulse **• almost no . a rolo plflfl
low-frequency on* of it* spectrum will aceo- l
all tho *a©re apparent*
let tho puisa bo that shewn In ' . on fey




























If the curler Inverse ""ranaform the voltage pulee after
tin* t • -2" la given by
'. * stay be express-', s
to
where l£(j'*d) fca the aXgeferaie Magnitude i ).
It*la In turn aWf b<? i
?he a; • &ic magnitude of * < jw) la plotted In I . £•
Partial su»s •€ :*« ,
ef*}* ^ f*tj»+-*V cost n <to* (*-%)]*<*
are shown M t»~Plg« 4. Theee were obtained graphically
•:•>* the component a drawn la ig> 3»
flaw resulting pulse wave fcraws for various frequency
bands are plotted in i .
Comparin; theae with the 'ml the -.*..<-
elusion* laay be drawn* If ttoe
lay entirely above &6m ""* #v«n entirely a **zj[$ > ttaf
response of the circuit to a single sine wav. m *ould
not be a ainrle pulse at all but a train of pulaee^ On the
other hand, if the pasaband of the circuit lay ei low
Jfyjknd had a lower cu frequency as small as last tenth
Its upper cute: , alia the circuit wo-- .ve a
dlsttne S#"1UbS ch$tv>u: -. • El "rder that the pulse wl<'th
be preserved it is sufficient that she upper l cy
of the circuit, be as ,;:** at as /34&r« K a completely smooth












C/*C IS/ /"L5" //*9 l/ftJO-




cu 'rsquancy Is MStasaF|«
It 1» felt that the above conclusions saay be general-
1 t© apply to any pulse shape hy s suitable definition
of § acco: If al^ht be cell&d the central sg^uIsjp
frequency of a pulse, and be defined as the angular fre-
quency of a sine wave whose hali^sriod equals this pulse
width at Imlf-amplitude* this way it retains
the s tcanc* It had in this analysis* iusasly^tfas dl»
>twe«m frequencies or a SfEitf which cor
bute nostly to the amplitude of a discrete pulse »r*6 those
which contribute aalnly to the pulse uhape.
10j
*V9om •» wmtn
• a 10 tifif? aalvq *j-r : "> at "C I l<J
>o»A
j* boi^i tod* nit tola a *o tanatrp
•tori* 'Xqpia at
^**





In the course of testing the pre-amplifier It was ob-
served that the General Kafcio Signal generator 605B gave a
voltage output different fro& that indicated by Its call-
brated attenuator set tin? for frequencies above ten mega-
cycles $$r second. At the advice of the General ftadio
Company, a cable fitting *as constructed which practically
eliminated the aiacrcpeacy.
8 fitting consists of an adapter between the General
Bedlo coaxial connector of the signal generator and a u.H.F.
cable connector, containing in series between the two con-
nections e resistor of 40 ohms. It was found that the
voltage at the matched termination of a 50 ohm tf.H.F. cable
connected to the signal generator through the fitting de-
scribed bore a constant ratio to the voltage indicated by
the signal generator attenuator for all frequencies up to
30 megacycles P^r second. This ratio was determined to be
0.V7.
The |g is not designed for th« constant one volt
output terminal, nor for the 1 Iter setting of 10000.
^y the regaining multiplier settings 1, 10, 100, and 1000
cause the output impedance of the signal generator to be
10 ohms for which the fitting is designed.
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